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lAU STANDARD RADIAL VELOCITY STARS

By John F. Heard, David Dunlap Observatory

and Ch. Fehrenbach, Observatoire de Haute Provence

ABSTRACT

Twenty-four stars of photographic magnitude 8.26 to 9.64 and of spectral

types F, G and K, in the decUnation zone +25° to +30° have been investigated

for suitability as an extension of the lAU hsts of standard velocity stars. The

stars were observed with dispersions of 12, 20 and 15 A/mm at the David

Dunlap, Haute Provence and Dominion Astrophysical Observatories respec-

tively, and the spectrograms were measured with systems tested against the

lAU system. Three of the 24 stars are believed to have small-range velocity

variations. The remaining 21 are presented as new lAU standard velocity

stars.

INTRODUCTION

At lAU Symposium no. 30 on "Determination of Radial Velocities and

their Application" (Batten and Heard 1967), Fehrenback drew attention to

the need for an extension of the lists of lAU. standard velocity stars to include

stars which are appreciably fainter than those in Table 2 of the Report of

Sub-commission 30a in the Transactions of the International Astronomical

Union, volIX, 1955.

In 1967 Heard reported to the lAU Commission 30 meeting in Prague the

selection of 24 stars in the declination zone +25° to+30°Vkath spectral types

ranging from F7 to K5 and photographic magnitudes 8.26 to 9.64 which had

already appeared to have constant velocities (Heard, 1956). He proposed to

re-observe these stars at higher dispersion at the David Dunlap Observatory

and invited participation by others.

OBSERVATIONS

Observations of the 24 stars were begun at the David Dunlap Observatory

in 1968 and continued through 1971. The 12 A/mm dispersion of the Casse-

grain grating spectrograph was used with the 188-cm telescope, and the goal

was to obtain seven spectrograms of each star.

At rObservatoire de Haute Provence Fehrenbach also undertook observa-

tions of these stars with the 20 A/mm dispersion of the coude spectrograph of

the 152-cm telescope, and in 1970 and 1971 obtained from three to five

spectrograms of most of the stars.

Through the kindness of Dr. K.O. Wright and his colleagues, a total of 22

spectrograms of the stars were also obtained at the Dominion Astrophysical

Observatory with the 15 A/mm dispersion of the Cassegrain grating spectro-

graph of the 183-cm telescope.

The results which follow are based on these three sets of observations

which include a total of 277 spectrograms of the program stars. In addition.
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133 spectrograms of existing lAU standard velocities stars were measured to

ensure that the new velocities conform to the lAU system.

After reporting our preliminary results at the meeting of lAU Commission

30 in 1970, we were authorized to present the final results as lAU standards.

MEASUREMENT AND REDUCTION

David Dunlap

The Dunlap plates were measured on a Jenna Abbe comparator, four

settings being made on both iron arc comparison lines and star lines in each

direction of traverse. The star lines were a selection (usually between 20 and

28 in number) of the wavelengths listed by Gorza and Heard (1971). The
reductions were made either by the usual method of tables of standard set-

tings and correction curves or by a computer program which effectively estab-

lishes the dispersion curve of each spectrogram. We compared the two

methods and found that the difference seldom exceeded 0.1 km/sec.

Although our lists of lines had been, in the first place, selected with care as

a result of measurements of lAU standard velocity spectrograms, we feared

that the special conditions of observation of the faint program stars (pro-

jected slit width 33//, projected slit length 0.3 mm, long exposures and some-

times large hour angles) miglit introduce systematic errors. In an effort to

determine such errors if they existed, we observed lAU standard velocity stars

almost nightly under conditions similar to those for the program stars, at-

tempting to match the quality of the spectrograms. Fifty-six such standard

velocity spectrograms were measured and reduced. Tlie results are summarized

in Table 1 which lists, for F-,G-and K-type spectra separately, the residuals in

the sense lAU-DDO and the average corrections which are apphcable to our

velocities to bring them to the lAU system. Although the mean errors of

these corrections reveal them to be only marginally significant, we did never-

theless apply these small corrections to the Dunlap program star velocities.

A study of the standard velocity results failed to reveal any correlations of

residuals with length of exposure, hour angle, plate density or seeing.

Dominion Astrophysical

Of the 22 available DAO 15 A/mm spectrograms of the program stars, 11

were taken with the spectrograph fitted with a conventional slit and the

remaining 1 1 with the use of a Richardson image-slicer. Because these plates

became available to us before a standard system of selected wavelengths had

been made by the DAO astronomers, we used the wavelengths which had

been selected for the DDO 12 A/mm spectrograms, and, to determine the

systematic corrections which might thus be introduced, we measured six

spectrograms of each of F-, G- and K-type standard velocity stars taken with

the conventional slit. The results for the 18 spectrograms gave an average

residual (lAU-DAO) of -0.8 ±0.3. This agrees well with the findings of

Aikman (1971) who got a residual of about this same amount for DAO
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standard velocity spectrograms, measuring them in a different manner with a

different wavelength selection. The samples used by both us and Aikman

were too small to give a significant break-down of the residuals by spectral

class. Accordingly, we corrected the measured velocities of all 11 of the

conventional-slit spectrograms of program stars by -0.8 km/sec.

Aikman also reported a test of image-slicer standard velocity spec-trograms

and found no statistically significant mean residual for them. We tested our

measures of the image-slicer program star spectrograms by re-computing the

velocities according to the wavelengths used by Aikman and found the mean

residual to be only 0.1 km/sec. Accordingly, we made no corrections to our

measured velocities for these image-slicer spectrograms.

Haute Provence

The methods of measurement and reduction of the Haute Provence 20

A/mm spectrograms have been described by Fehrenbach (1972) who also

analysed the results from 59 spectrograms of lAU standard velocity stars.

Because he found the residuals, lAU-OHP, to be small and statistically insig-

nificant, we have applied no corrections to the Haute Provence velocities of

the program stars.

RESULTS

The results for the 24 program stars are summarized in Table II.

Column 1 gives the designation and (for the three stars not listed in Table

III as new standards) the 1950 co-ordinates, the photographic magnitude and

the spectral classification, the last two data being quoted from the results of

Heard (1956).

Columns 2, 5, 8 give the Julian dates of the observations. Columns 3, 6, 9

give the velocities (corrected to the lAU system as indicated earlier), and

columns 4, 7, 10 give the internal mean errors, i.e.

/ S V
Ci =

n(n-l)

where n is the number of lines measured and v is the deviation of the velocity

of a line from the mean velocity for the plate.

Below the plate velocity entries in columns 2, 5, 8 are given the mean

velocities from each observatory followed by the external mean errors, i.e.

£.= M^
N(N-l)

where N is the number of spectrograms and V is the deviation of the velocity

of a plate from the mean velocity for the N plates.
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Tliree stars, namely BD + 29° 1553, HD 160952 and HD 204934 show
sufficient evidence of small-range variation of velocity to warrant their exclu-

sion from the list recommended as new standards of velocity.

The new list of 21 lAU standard velocity stars is given in Tahle III.

Finally, we have the following comments on the results which we believe

support their validity:

Our observations having been carried out over at least two years and more
often three, there seems to be little chance that long-period variations have

been missed.

For the determinations at the three observatories considered separately,

the average values of the external mean errors per star are DDO ± 0.5, OHP
± 0.5, DAO ± 0.7, whereas the average values of the residuals between ob-

servatories are DDO-OIIP = -0.2, DDO-DAO = +0.2. These residuals, then,

seem not to be statistically significant.

Comparing the average external mean error per star in the list of lAU
standard velocity stars fainter than magnitude 4.3 as given in lAU Transac-

tions vol. iX p. 443 (after converting Iroin V.\L. to M.E.) with ours, we find

that ours is somewhat better (0.34 compared to 0.44) in spite of the fact that

the average number of observations per star is greater in the lAU list than in

ours.
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TABLE I
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TABLE II

RADIAL VELOCITY MEASURES OF THE PROGRAM STARS

STAR
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TABLE U-continued

STAR
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TABLE \\—continued

STAR
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TABLE W—continued

STAR DAVID DUNLAP HAUTE PROVENCE DOMINION ASTROPHYSICAL

J.D.
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TABLE III

21 NEW lAU STANDARD VELOCITY STARS

HD or BD


